FULL SIGNAL Documentary
on Cell Phone & Wireless
Hazards
Wednesday, November 10, 2010
5:45 – 7: 45 p.m. – No Charge
San Francisco Public Library - Koret Auditorium
100 Larkin Street, San Francisco, CA 94102

Join us to view an extraordinary new film depicting an emerging global public health
issue from the widespread, unchecked proliferation of wireless technologies. This
one-hour documentary by Talal Jabari was filmed in 10 countries and features some
of the world’s top scientific experts on the biological effects of microwave radiation.
It also includes Whitney North Seymour, Jr. Esq., co-founder of the Natural
Resources Defense Council, who is dedicated to legal work protecting humans,
animals and nature from radiation-emitting infrastructure, as well as leading health
experts and public health officials.
After the screening of FULL SIGNAL, there will be 45 minutes for Q&A with
environmental activist, Camilla Rees, MBA, founder of ElectromagneticHealth.org
and co-author, with Magda Havas, PhD, of “Public Health SOS: The Shadow Side
of the Wireless Revolution”. She will be joined by Bay Area activists Ellie Marks, of
the California Brain Tumor Association and national advocate for cell phone safety;
long-time San Francisco cell tower activist Doug Loranger of San Francisco
Neighborhood Antenna-Free Union (SNAFU); and Melissa Weaver of the EMF
Safety Network, which has recently played a key role educating local communities
on risks from Smart Meters. Capacity is limited to 235—please arrive early.
Watch the FULL SIGNAL trailer here:
http://www.fullsignalmovie.com/trailer-credits.html

Join health advocates afterwards for a candid
discussion of this important public health issue.
Camilla Rees, MBA is founder of

ElectromagneticHealth.org and
co-author of “Public Health SOS: The Shadow Side of the Wireless
Revolution” with Magda Havas, PhD. She is also co-author of “Cellphones
and Brain Tumors: 15 Reasons for Concern, Science, Spin and the Truth
Behind Interphone”, founder of the Campaign for Radiation Free Schools
(Facebook), initiator of the EMF Petition to Congress, author of the EMF-Help
Blog™, and Advisory Board Member of the International EMF Alliance. She is
a former financial industry executive.

Doug Loranger, a San Francisco-based community organizer and
filmmaker, is producer and director of the award-winning feature-length
documentary "Bad Reception: The Wireless Revolution in San Francisco"
(2003). In 2000, he joined with other residents from across San Francisco
to found the San Francisco Neighborhood Antenna-Free Union (SNAFU –
www.antennafreeunion.org), a grass-roots, citywide coalition that focuses
on the impacts of wireless technologies. In 2009, he co-founded the
nationwide Coalition for Local Oversight of Utility Technologies (CLOUT –
www.cloutnow.org), which seeks to change federal policy with regard to the siting of cell towers
and other wireless facilities.

Ellie Marks is Founder of the California Brain Tumor Association
(www.cabt.org) and wife of malignant brain tumor patient, Alan Marks, who
experts believe developed a brain tumor because of heavy cell phone use as a
real estate agent in the East Bay. Ellie is also Director of Government and
Public Affairs for Environmental Health Trust. She is a passionate advocate for
public health education on the biological effects of microwave radiation emitted
by cell phones and was involved in lobbying for San Francisco’s successful cell phone
legislation, passed in June, which will require cell phone radiation levels to be disclosed at the
point-of-sale.

Melissa Weaver is Educational Outreach Coordinator of the EMF
Safety Network (www.emfsafetynetwork.org) in Sebastopol, CA,
Environmental Consultant and Educator, CEO of Enhanced Health Systems
and founder and coordinator of the Center for Sustainable Health, formerly
the Sonoma County Healthy Home Network. For many years Melissa has
specialized in educating the public about the health impacts of
electromagnetic fields and how to heal from the new condition, electro-sensitivity.

Join us after the film across the street at the
Hotel Whitcomb at 8:00 p.m. for further
conversation (1231 Market Street).

Is this the America you are proud of?

Are you willing to risk the chance of getting
cancer and many other conditions when
safer phone and data communications
technologies already exist?

Come learn about the impacts on DNA—
and the risks we are taking for future
generations.

Join us to view FULL SIGNAL on
November 10th at the San Francisco Public
Library’s gorgeous Koret Auditorium at
5:45 p.m. sharp!

All photos courtesy of FULL SIGNAL.
Media please give photo credits to FULL SIGNAL.

To Order the DVD of FULL
SIGNAL:
www.fullsignalmovie.com
(Promo Code ‘EMHorg’ will give you a 10%
ElectromagneticHealth.org discount)

Download PDF of this post here.

